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Abstract

Self-managing storage systems have recently received

attention from the research community due to their

promised ability of continuously adapting to best reflect

high-level system goal specifications. However, this even-

tuality is currently being met by both conceptual and prac-

tical challenges that threaten to slow down the pace of

innovation. We argue that two fundamental directions

will help evolve the state of self-managing storage sys-

tems: (i) a standardized development environment for self-

management extensions that also addresses ease of de-

ployment, and (ii) a theoretical framework for reason-

ing about behavioral properties of individual and collec-

tive self-management extensions. We propose Active Block

Layer Extensions (ABLE), an operating system infrastruc-

ture that aids the development and manages the deployed

instances of self-management extensions within the storage

stack. ABLE develops a theory behind block layer exten-

sions that helps address key questions about overall storage

stack behavior, data consistency, and reliability. We exem-

plify specific storage self-management solutions that can be

built as stackable extensions using ABLE. Our initial expe-

rience with ABLE and few block layer extensions that we

have been building, leads to believe that the ABLE infras-

tructure can substantially simplify the development and de-

ployment of robust, self-managing, storage systems.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the opportunity of utilizing idle or

cheaply available computational capability to build active

intelligence into storage systems has been explored by many

researchers. Such initiatives are steps towards the ulti-

mate goal of making storage systems self-managing. Self-

management solutions hold the potential to simultaneously

improve the functional properties and reduce the overall

cost of the storage system. However, despite the present

interest in building them, there exist few systems that sub-
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scribe to this philosophy. Further, the pace of innovation

and development of new self-management services1 inside

the operating system is surprisingly slow.

We believe that immediate effort is required along two

directions to bring self-managing storage systems into the

mainstream. First, there is a need for an operating system

software infrastructure that can help standardize the devel-

opment and deployment of self-management services; such

an infrastructure is critical for evolving the kernel-space

development experience to an acceptable level. This in-

frastructure must also be capable of supporting the integra-

tion of multiple self-management services inside the oper-

ating system storage stack so that system administrators can

readily deploy these solutions. Second, there is a need for

theoretical foundations that will allow reasoning about in-

dividual and collective service behavior and automatically

compose service stacks based on administrator-defined self-

management policies. Such a theoretical foundation is es-

sential for addressing the concerns of data consistency and

reliability in storage systems that continuously learn and

adapt themselves.

In this paper, we make the case for Active Block

Layer Extensions (ABLE), an operating system infrastruc-

ture that simplifies the development and deployment of

self-management services within existing storage systems.

ABLE is an extension of the block layer inside the op-

erating system and itself manages a stack of active self-

management services. ABLE advocates building self-

management services at the block layer, which exports a

logical block interface to storage clients (e.g. file systems,

virtual memory, etc.) for accessing an underlying block de-

vice. Block layer self-management services automatically

inherit several desirable features such as access to both pro-

cess and device context of I/O operations, a simple interface

to build upon, file-system independence as well as accesibil-

ity, I/O scheduling services, and easy arbitration of storage

resources. We shall explore these reasons further in Sec-

tion 2.

1To simplify exposition, we use the term service to denote a single self-

management component within a system that may be composed of several

services.



While we advocate building self-management services at

the block layer, it is important to clarify that by no means do

we suggest that block layer implementations are sufficient

or even appropriate for every optimization inside the storage

stack. This is especially true for services that are strongly

intertwined with the semantics of other layers. However,

we do claim that a large set of storage self-management so-

lutions can be implemented most conveniently at the block

layer. Further, as we shall elaborate later, optimizations that

specifically operate at the file system layer can leverage the

ABLE software infrastructure in a straightforward way.

For the sake of perspective, we point out that the ABLE

project is necessarily the product of experiences during

the development of two block-layer self-management ser-

vices [6, 37]. BORG [6] is a self-management service

that automatically reorganizes on-disk data layout based on

block layer access patterns to improve I/O performance.

BORG identifies popular sequence of block accesses and

copies them to a dedicated partition of the disk using lay-

outs that best support their relative sequence of access.

EXCES [37] is a self-management service that focuses on

power conservation in storage systems. Specifically, it uses

alternative low power storage devices (e.g. a compact flash

storage device) as a persistent cache for frequently accessed

disk blocks so that disk drives can be powered down for

longer durations.

While these systems confirmed the positive effectiveness

and efficiency of implementing intelligence at the block

layer, in each case, the development experience was poor.

Apart from the well-known pitfalls in kernel space develop-

ment, the development task was additionally complicated

because of the multiple control paths in I/O processing,

ensuring consistency of data accessed during data move-

ment, handling of non- page/block aligned I/Os, necessity

to maintain persistent data structures, and many more, to

realize what would appear as fairly simple tasks (e.g., copy-

ing a set of blocks from one drive location to another). An

interesting observation, however, was that a significant por-

tion of the non-functional complexity [9] could be encap-

sulated within a block layer infrastructure. Incidentally,

these non-functional code fragments required deep under-

standing of I/O handling inside the kernel and were also

the main source of bugs during development. Specifically,

in the case of the BORG implementation, the significantly

more complex 4069 out of the total 7168 lines of code (rep-

resenting 56.8% of the code-base) could be encapsulated

into ABLE infrastructure. For EXCES, these numbers were

even higher - 2342 out of the total 2639 lines of code (rep-

resenting 88.7%) could be factored into ABLE.

Apart from the development experience, we also noted

that composing aggregate services (from a set of individual

self-management services) raised a lot of questions that a

system administrator may be ill-equipped to answer inde-

pendently. The need for a theoretical framework that would

allow modeling service behavior and analyzing the behavior

of service aggregates was thus identified.

Our position is that developers and administrators who

optimize storage systems currently share experiences sim-

ilar to what was just described. We envision the ABLE

project transforming into a concerted effort to address a crit-

ical infrastructure need. We present arguments in favor of

the ABLE architectural and design decisions in the rest of

this paper, elaborating on the key elements of the ABLE in-

frastructure as we go along. We also outline example ABLE

services that we have either developed or which serve as

candidates for future case studies.

2. Self-Management at the Block Layer

Storage researchers have innovated at varied layers in the

storage stack. In this section, we examine the suitability of

each layer of the stack in building self-management solu-

tions, in terms of information availability, solution general-

izability, and implementation complexity.

Virtual File System. VFS layer improvements have access

to process- and file- specific access information and to the

VFS page cache. Further, improvements are independent of

the actual file system implementation(s). The VFS layer al-

ready supports extensibility [32, 42]. However, for storage

self-management solutions, the absence of device-specific

information such as device status and block-level access at-

tributes is a critical drawback. It precludes the majority of

solutions that operate based primarily on block-level infor-

mation (e.g., fault-tolerance [8, 39], data layout optimiza-

tions [12, 20], etc.).

File System. Innovations inside the file system have

the unique advantage of having access to both file- and

block- level access attributes. File system innovation has

a long history, with classic contributions such as cylinder

groups [24], journaling [19], and log structuring [31], to

more recent contributions [11, 14, 15, 18, 21, 27, 38]. Un-

fortunately, file system optimizations are often not gen-

eralizable due to the varied designs and implementations.

Differences of on-disk data format sometimes inherently

restrict the adoption of new ideas [31]. Finally, detailed

block-level attributes are often hidden behind the logical

block interface (e.g., a RAID or NAS device).

Block Layer. The block layer provides access to a logical

block address spaces. The block layer may internally map

the single address space to several locally attached physical

devices (e.g., software RAID), or to a set of remote SAN

devices. We discuss the block layer in more detail shortly.

Device Driver. Device driver layer optimizations can min-

imize storage stack intrusion since it fully encapsulates a

physical storage device. Modern storage systems, however,

often use multiple physical devices in cooperation and self-



management solutions typically require a global view of the

device space. This inevitably requires some block layer

context. Further, solutions at this layer must deal with I/O

scheduler introduced shuffling of requests and lost process

context due to being accessed primarily in interrupt context.

These are substantial handicaps for self-management solu-

tions that rely on having access to accurate request attributes

and request patterns.

RAID Controller. Building some form of intelligence

inside RAID controller firmware, has been advocated for

more than a decade [25, 39]. However, solutions this down

in the storage stack are limited by the same drawbacks as

driver layer solutions. Further, despite the increase in their

computational capability, RAID controllers are no match

for the host, and may not be able to accommodate resource

hungry self-management services.

Disk Drive. Modern disk drives contain a substantial

amount of computational power and researchers have ar-

gued for intelligence inside the disk drive [1, 30]. Unfor-

tunately, innovations “inside the drive” share the drawbacks

of driver-based solutions when building self-management

solutions. Further, an explicit change in the disk inter-

face would be required to access I/O context information,

a proposition that is at best hard to achieve.

2.1 The Block Layer Advantage

Our position is that the block layer is the appropriate lo-

cation in the storage stack for a wide range of innovations.

In the case of stand-alone storage nodes, this layer is

located between the file system and I/O scheduler lay-

ers. With more recent storage architectures, the location

of block layer varies. For SAN [28] devices, the block layer

encompasses the bottom layer at the initiator and the top

layer of the target. For NAS [17] and object-based stor-

age [26], this layer resides within the target’s OS, as in

stand-alone storage. Block layer implementations can lever-

age the following unique set of advantages:

1. Access to system state. Self-management solutions

rely on sensing the system state continuously for informa-

tion about the workload and the storage devices. The block

layer has temporal, process-level, and block-level attributes

for each block I/O request and also provides access to de-

vice state, including failed I/O operations and device failure.

Software RAID infrastructure [10, 40] operate at the block

layer for precisely this reason. Prior work on semantically-

smart disk systems [35] proposes techniques to additionally

infer certain file-level attributes at this layer.

2. A clean slate and a simple interface. The block layer

is a simple layer that maps logical block address spaces to

storage devices. It exports a device address space consisting

of fixed size blocks and adheres to the “block consistency

contract” with upper layers which requires that a block be-

ing read must contain the exact same data that was last writ-

ten to it. An advantage of a functionally simple layer is that

arbitrarily complex self-management services can be built

at this layer as long as they adhere to this simple interface

and contract. Equally importantly, as we shall elaborate in

subsequent sections, this simple interface allows us to argue

about behavior and safety properties for stacked extensions

of this layer.

3. File system independence. The block layer enables

file system independent self-management solutions that can

work with multiple heterogeneous file systems and mount-

points simultaneously, requiring no changes to file system

implementations. This gains importance when we take into

account the variety of designs and implementations of file

systems.

4. File system accessibility. A block layer development

infrastructure can be easily made available to the file system

instance(s) above the block layer, by which file system layer

innovations can tap into block layer support infrastructure.

We elaborate this further in Section 3.2.

5. I/O scheduler leverage. Self-management services can

generate their own I/O traffic. The additional I/O request

traffic automatically leverages scheduling services such as

request merging and ordering. This frees up the developer

from such generic concerns of I/O handling, allowing her to

focus instead on the functional aspects of the service.

6. Control and arbitration of storage resources. A block

layer infrastructure can arbitrate access to the storage space

on devices. Self-management services can request and use

a dedicated storage partition, distinct from file system par-

titions as well as the partitions of other ABLE services.

3. The ABLE Infrastructure

ABLE infrastructure development is motivated by two

high-level goals: (i) evolve the block layer development ex-

perience and reduce developer error during the construction

of self-management services; and (ii) develop a reasoning

engine that will analyze individual and collective service

behaviors, and automatically compose service stacks to re-

flect administrator-defined self-management policies. To

address the first goal, ABLE must provide core primitives

that simplify both basic (e.g., registering a new service into

the stack, requesting memory) and complex (e.g., block-

level I/O manipulation, workload summarization) tasks that

service developers must accomplish. The primitives should

also include simplified interfaces to access the dynamic ker-

nel state (e.g., device status, I/O operation status, etc.). To

address the second goal, ABLE must obtain information

about each service during registration, and reason about its

impact on the service stack, in order to make deployment

decisions based both on the system state and administrator-

defined self-management policies.



3.1 ABLE Architecture and Design
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Figure 1. The ABLE architecture. Arrows repre-

sent control flow.

Figure 1 presents the architecture of ABLE, designed

as an extension of the block layer in the storage stack.

Our design for ABLE includes four major components.

ABLE’s interaction with other layers is handled by the I/O

Router component. Particularly, the I/O Router analyzes

each block I/O request and routes it through the individual

services in the Service Stack component, based on the at-

tributes of the I/O request and service descriptions. Each

service processes I/Os routed to it; such processing may in-

clude accessing ABLE Primitives that facilitate service de-

velopment. The ABLE primitives in turn interact with the

Reasoning Engine to manage the stack correctly.

After a service finishes processing an I/O request, it reg-

isters an I/O completion handler and returns control to the

I/O router which decides the next service to route the I/O

to. If none, the request continues on to the I/O scheduler.

Upon completion, the I/O router invokes the I/O completion

handlers of individual services in the reverse order of their

invocation during the forward path, finally invoking the the

handler of the upper layer. Next we present a detailed de-

scription of each component.

Service Stack. The service stack constitutes the stack of

the currently deployed, active, self-management services.

The Workload Accessor service is part of the ABLE core

infrastructure that is always deployed and provides input to

the Workload Profiler sub-component of the ABLE prim-

itives. Other services are stacked according to rules that

we describe in Section 4. Each service has an input and

an output domain of operation; the input domain specifies

the devices and block address ranges that the service oper-

ates upon, while the output domain specifies corresponding

information for outgoing block I/O requests after they are

processed by the service. The domain specification of a ser-

Sub-Component Interface

I/O Library copy blocks, reorganize chunk,

gather blocks, scatter blocks

Workload Profiler set/get request information,

page accessed,

get popular pages

Resource Manager get service resource usage,

alloc/free mem,

alloc/free mem persistent

Device Manager get device characteristics,

get device state,

alloc/free simulated disk

Service Registrar [un]register service

Service Profiler avg service processing time,

avg generated IOs

Table 1. Incomplete list of the ABLE primitives.

vice aids in determining service stack behavior.

I/O Router. The I/O router is the central component of

ABLE that manages interaction with other layers in the stor-

age stack as well as the internal routing of I/O requests and

I/O completion events between services in the ABLE ser-

vice stack. For each I/O request made by storage clients,

the I/O router checks if its destination matches the input do-

main of individual services in the stack in top-down order.

If yes, the I/O handler for the service is invoked. It is im-

portant to note that additional I/Os may be generated by a

service, in which case the router will route such I/Os and

I/O completion events only via the generating service and

the services stacked below it.

Reasoning Engine. In a typical usage, the system admin-

istrator will use the ABLE infrastructure to deploy multiple

self-management services that may be written by indepen-

dent developers. Apart from choosing which services to de-

ploy, he will specify high-level self-management policies.

This component of ABLE software infrastructure provides

reasoning primitives for automatically analyzing and com-

posing service stacks to reflect administrator-defined self-

management policies, based on the properties and opera-

tional domains of individual services (see Section 4).

ABLE Primitives. The ABLE primitives provide core sup-

port infrastructure for ABLE service development and ad-

ministration. Table 1 lists a partial set of ABLE primitives

interface, categorized based on its six sub-components. The

I/O library facilitates service development with a set of li-

brary functions for commonly performed block I/O tasks.

Some of these functions generate new I/O requests, which

are handled by the I/O Router and considered as issued by

the caller service. The Workload Profiler manages informa-

tion about the requests being produced by the system and

services. This data can be utilized by individual services

and other components for decision making. In a similar

way, the Service Profiler keeps track of service resource us-

age and other statistics, which can be used by the Reasoning

Engine to infer changes in the system and take necessary ac-



tion based on system goals, and can also be used directly for

guiding manual administration.

The Service Registrar handles service registration and

deregistration. When a request for service insertion is re-

ceived by the registrar, Reasoning Engine primitives are in-

voked to determine its position in the stack. Subsequent

actions ensure that the new service is successfully incor-

porated it into the system, including service variables ini-

tialization, loading of persistent metadata, and marking the

service as usable. The Resource Manager provides prim-

itives to allocate resources from the system. Allocations

can be either persistent or not. For instance, the resource

manager contains two sets of primitives that handle mem-

ory management for non-persistent and persistent memory

allocation requests made by services. Synchronization poli-

cies for persistent memory in ABLE extend those proposed

in the Violin project [13]. The Device Manager controls al-

location of storage resources so services can request and in-

dependently manage storage space, both real and simulated

(for testing purposes). It also tracks information regarding

the state and current usage of both physical and virtual de-

vices. Individual services may choose to vary their behavior

based on the state of a device; for example, a service may

want to redirect the request to an alternate device if the hard

drive is turned off or unavailable [37].

3.2 ABLE and File Systems

The ABLE infrastructure can also aid file system layer

optimizations in a straightforward manner. Particularly,

file system extensions can readily leverage the I/O library,

workload profiler, and resource manager sub-components

of the ABLE primitives to simplify their development. Re-

quests generated due to invocations of the I/O library API

are handled by the I/O router in the same fashion as I/Os

generated directly within the file system. Further, complex

file system optimizations can go the extra mile and isolate

block-level concerns within an ABLE service. To illustrate,

recent abstractions that aid reliability and performance in

file systems (e.g., I/O shepherding [18], patches [14]), can

largely be encapsulated as ABLE services, thus creating

a generalized capability inside the OS that other file sys-

tem implementations as well as other storage clients (e.g.,

databases, virtual memory, etc.) could then leverage.

4. A Theory of ABLE Services

This section describes a preliminary theory of block

layer services that was developed with the goal of improv-

ing our understanding of individual block layer services and

their interoperation. We envision that this theory will be re-

fined based on our experiences with applying the theory to

actual implementations of block layer services and service

stacks. We propose two taxonomies for classifying block

layer services. The first categorization is based on service

property, and specifies five properties for services, based on

their influence on block I/O traffic:

I. Accessor: merely observes block I/O traffic, but does

not modify it in any way.

II. Mutator: may modify the contents of a block, but does

not change the target location of the block request or cre-

ate any new block requests.

III. Generator: may create new block I/O requests inter-

nally but does not modify the original block requests.

IV. Indirector: may modify the target location of the block

I/O request, but does not modify its contents.

V. Shuffler: may change the order of the requests issued,

but does not otherwise modify requests.

Of the above, the accessor can be considered the least

privileged, and the shuffler, the most privileged property.

This taxonomy dictates the class assignment for services

that satisfy a specific property. If service satisfies multiple

service properties, its effective class is that of its most priv-

ileged one. For instance, if a service satisfies both mutator

and indirector properties, its effective class is indirector.

The second axis of categorization is the service goal,

which represents the primary objective of the service. Ex-

ample of service goals include performance, reliability, and

power conservation. These are defined by the developer,

and later prioritized by the administrator.

When stacking ABLE services, the central issue is the

direction of control and data flow between stacked services.

Choosing an alternate stacking order may change the be-

havior of the storage system. Consider an accessor service

that merely sends new versions of blocks to a remote log-

ging server and a mutator service that modifies block con-

tents. Changing the stacking order of these services changes

what gets logged. A fundamental question then is: Are there

rules-of-thumb that can be used for stacking services to ob-

tain a specified overall behavior?

4.1 Coarse-grained Service Stacking

The block consistency contract requires that each block

that is read through the ABLE layer contains the exact same

data that was last written to it. This contract dictates safety

in implementation of each class of service properties. The

accessor property is safe by definition. A mutator service

must ensure that each mutation of block written is a re-

versible; it must restore the original contents upon a read

operation. A generator does not modify the original block

but can issue additional write requests that change the de-

vice state; it must ensure to not overwrite blocks that are

owned by upper layer entities or other ABLE services. The

indirector must additionally ensure data consistency in the



presence of multiple target locations for a single block. Fi-

nally, shufflers must ensure that they only change the order

of requests that address different blocks.

We suggest a coarse-grained stacking order among ser-

vice classes as accessor, mutator, generator, indirector and

shuffler in top-down order. Since accessors do not modify

requests at all, they get access to all requests, including the

data of write requests first. Mutators simply mutate data

without changing other attributes, justifying their relative

priority over the lower layers. Generators do not modify the

original block requests but may create additional I/O traf-

fic. Indirectors are more invasive in that they may modify

the target location of any block I/O request, including those

created generators. Finally, shufflers must be placed last

since their primary function is reordering requests issued to

lower layers which must not be thwarted by a subsequent

indirection operation. The I/O scheduler layer (below the

block layer) is a shuffler, per ABLE terminology.

4.2 Fine-grained Service Stacking

The coarse-grained stacking theory described above is

limited to services with non-overlapping classes. Further,

the impact of overlapping service domains is not addressed.

For accessor, mutator, and shuffler services, the input and

output domains are identical.

Determining the ordering between services in the same

class is complex. We propose preliminary rules for stacking

based on the input and output domains of services, further

guided by administrator-defined system goals such as per-

formance, reliability, etc. Let I(X) and O(X) be the input

and output domains of service X , and let A and B be pair

of generator or indirector services.

Rule 1: If I(A) = O(B) and I(B) = O(A), then the ser-

vice lower in the stack will dominate the overall behavior.

Rule 2: If I(A) ∩ O(B) = ∅ and I(B) = O(A), then B

dominates A regardless of the stacking order.

Rule 3: If I(A) ∩ O(B) = ∅ ∧ I(B) ∩ O(A) = ∅, then

the service at the top will dominate.

ABLE can use such rules to stack services to best reflect

administrator-specified goals whenever the coarse-grained

rules are not sufficient. For example, consider a power con-

servation service that caches “popular” requests to a flash

device (EXCES [37]) and a performance-optimizing service

that reorganizes the layout according to application access

patterns (BORG [6]). If both have matching input and out-

put domains, Rule 1 is applied and they are stacked accord-

ing to the system goal defined by the administrator.

4.3 Example ABLE Services

We now briefly describe four potential ABLE services

along the four axes of self-management as outlined by

Kephart et al. [22] and which are substantially diverse in

their operation. We have implemented two of the services

described below, BORG [6] and EXCES [37].

Self-optimization: Online Block Reorganization

BORG is an ABLE service that reorganizes block data lay-

out on a separate disk partition in their relative sequence of

access, based on the observed I/O workload. This optimiza-

tion lowers I/O access times by reducing rotational and seek

delays. This service has three service properties: accessor,

since it tracks I/O requests to deduce patterns, generator,

since it creates new block I/O requests to copy data to the

optimized partition; and indirector, since it may redirect I/O

requests to the optimized partition.

Self-healing: Continuous Data Protection

Data loss due to disk failure and user errors (e.g., uninten-

tional deletion) is common. An ABLE service for continu-

ous data protection could improve failure response by mak-

ing new block versions upon each block write and sending

them over the network to a remote logging server, which

would be accessed in the event of failure (e.g., reconstruc-

tion of a RAID drive). This service would have only access

the block I/O and send some information over the network,

thus it has the accessor property. It is not a generator since

it does not create any local disk block requests.

Self-configuration: Adaptive Indirection

EXCES, an ABLE service, caches frequently accessed disk

blocks and buffers all writes to a less power hungry device

like a compact flash. It redirects block requests to the low-

power device if at all possible and shutdown the disk drive

during the longer idle periods, thus reducing power con-

sumption. Similar to BORG, EXCES is an accessor, gener-

ator, and indirector.

Self-protection: Block Encryption

A block level encryption service would allow data to be ac-

cessed only by authorized users, which would solve possi-

ble security concerns regarding data privacy when a laptop

is stolen, because the data would be unreadable unless a

disk-access password is supplied. This would have the mu-

tator service property, since only the contents of the request

are modified.

5. Related Work

The ABLE project finds motivation in several proposals

on self-managing systems, notably early work on extensi-

ble and self-managing operating systems [5, 34], the HP

Self-managing Storage project [2, 3], the IBM autonomic

computing [22], and the CMU Self-∗ storage systems pro-

posal [16]. For brevity, we employ a coarse categorization

of related work as follows.

Extensible file systems. Extensible file system have been

advocated since the early 90’s [32]. While complemen-

tary to ABLE in general, they do share some architectural



and design commonalities. Specifically, stackable vnode

extensions [32] motivate stackable block layer services in

ABLE, both allowing seamless extension of the storage

stack. Zadok et al.’s work on WrapFS [41] is perhaps the

most similar in philosophy to ABLE, where they advocate

writing file system extensions as kernel modules and pro-

viding a rich support infrastructure.

FS/block-layer co-extensions. Researchers have proposed

utilizing inferred or augmented FS information inside stor-

age systems [35], and augmented block level information

inside storage clients such as file systems and databases [7,

11, 33]. ABLE can aid in the development of both classes of

systems, providing a complete infrastructure for developing

systems of the former class as ABLE services. It can also

provide partial infrastructure support to the latter class of

solutions, whereby these solutions can leverage the ABLE

library and resource management primitives.

Block layer virtualization. There is abundant work on

block layer virtualization, each of which helps motivate an

ABLE like infrastructure.

RAIDframe [40] is an early block layer framework that

enabled rapid prototyping of various RAID configurations

by allowing easy combination of encoding and mapping

primitives. More recently, researchers have proposed au-

tomatic generation of RAID configurations based on high-

level specifications of workload and deliverables [4].

Several efforts from the open source community

(md [10], GEOM [36], Vinum [23] and EVMS [29]) and

from industry players (HP Openview, EMC Enginuity,

Symantec/Veritas Volume Manager, and NetApp FlexVol)

address block layer virtualization. Typically, these sys-

tems only allow the administrator to choose from one of a

few pre-existing virtualized configurations (e.g., mapping

devices to a logical space and setting up RAID levels).

None provide the mechanisms to create arbitrary function-

ality within commodity storage systems.

Of the open source initiatives, the GEOM block layer in-

frastructure is most similar to ABLE. GEOM classes can

perform transformations on I/O requests passing through

the block layer, like ABLE services. However, GEOM pro-

vides block layer development support for its classes or any

libraries that simplify block layer operations. ABLE is sub-

stantially more ambitious in this regard, going beyond block

layer support infrastructure to automatically composing ser-

vices in the ABLE stack and providing a suite of tools that

will aid both developers and system administrators.

Among academic initiatives, the recent Violin

project [13] resembles ABLE in spirit. It proposes a

mechanism for block layer interposition that enables stor-

age virtualization by means of a hierarchy of extensions.

While we believe that the Violin project is a step in the right

direction, it still leaves a wide chasm to cross for both the

developer and the system administrator. Developers must

still implement basic block-level I/O primitives themselves

(such as indirection, replication, etc.), thereby leaving

significant room for developer error. ABLE substantially

enhances the developer experience with the many features

of its core infrastructure and supporting tools. Further,

Violin lacks a theory for analyzing service behavior nor

does it support automation of storage stack management.

Administrators must manually consider various possibili-

ties, reason behavior, and configure their storage systems

from scratch.

6. Conclusions

Self-managing stores are a critical next step in the evo-

lution of complex, large-scale storage systems. However,

there is a lack of systems infrastructure that can help enable

timely development and wide deployment of such solutions.

This study makes the case for ABLE, an operating system

infrastructure that simplifies the development and deploy-

ment of self-management services within storage systems.

ABLE attempts to address two key challenges comprehen-

sively - developing a support infrastructure within the op-

erating system that can speed up development and simplify

deployment of block layer services, and developing a the-

ory of block layer service behavior and interoperation. As

shown with examples, ABLE can provide support for self-

management extensions that improve performance, secu-

rity, reliability, and power management.

Our work on ABLE has just begun. Substantial work

remains to be done in better defining the scope of opti-

mizations that can benefit from ABLE, refining the ABLE

primitives, further developing the theory of block layer ser-

vices, and evaluating ABLE’s effectiveness in simplifying

and speeding up service development and deployment. We

intend to create an open-source initiative for the ABLE

project that we hope will benefit from the feedback and par-

ticipation of the research and open-source communities.
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